EVENTS AT LIMASSOL MARINA
From corporate events to spectacular celebrations, Limassol Marina seamlessly combines elegant locations and expert event
planning in its modern, functional and well-equipped venues. Suitable for distinctive functions and tailor-made events against
a stunning backdrop, these venues are nestled in the luxurious setting of the marina development, with ΤΡΑΚΑΣΟΛ Cultural
Centre being the primary multi-functional space for corporate, social and cultural events.

Limassol Marina Square
Being at the heart of Limassol Marina, the Square is the
premier choice for outdoor events all year round accommodating any large-scale gatherings. It is an excellent location
for corporate and promotional events, where the crystal
waters of the central fountain cool the balmy air.

ΤΡΑΚΑΣΟΛ Cultural Centre
A building of special architectural and historic interest has
been renovated as part of the Limassol Marina masterplan
development in order to host multi-purpose function rooms
for exhibitions, conferences and events. Situated in the heart
of Limassol, this listed building hosts a great number of
cultural and social events, organised by local and international corporations.

Marina Helipad
This is an option for a once-in-a-lifetime open-air event. Able
to host several hundred guests at a time, this extraordinary
location is the ideal choice for those who are looking to host
an open-air, luxury event atop the waves with stunning and
exceptional views.

Peninsula Beach
A paradise for an unprecedented smaller and more intimate
events in a relaxed atmosphere aimed to be held at the
seaside. Boasting modern and minimal design elements,
Peninsula Beach venue is ideal for private gala dinners,
exclusive beach weddings, and any special occasion you
wish to celebrate in style on the golden sand with endless
horizons.

Limassol Marina
Established as one of the most exciting new destinations in
the Mediterranean region, Limassol Marina is an integrated
waterfront development that is offering an exclusive lifestyle
of “living on the sea”. Combining luxury residences with an
enticing mix of dining, shopping, spa and fitness and cultural
facilities, Limassol Marina is the first superyacht marina in
Cyprus and the life vein of a vibrant and cosmopolitan city.
For more information or to book an appointment with
Limassol Marina’s event management team, contact:
+357 25 020 020, +357 95 120 258
events@limassolmarina.com
limassolmarina.com
trakasolculturalcentre
trakasolculturalcentre

